occurred one century before the event that prompted the compilation of The Illustrated Guide, and it was enabled by the flexibility of the Yuan rulers (see esp. [44] [45] [46] [47] . But the Koryŏ literati's unprecedentedly ''direct and personal'' (53) access to Sinitic scholarship through Yuan policies culminated in inflexible views. The history of The Illustrated Guide is a case in point.
''The Conception of the Samgang haengsil-to '' (55-126) introduces the event that prompted the compilation of the book: in 1428, the court learned of a patricide. King Sejong (r. 1418-1450) and his court were alarmed. Although the murderer was sentenced to ''death by slow slicing'' (nŭngji ch'ŏsa), his crime sparked legal debate. Oh illuminates the debate's legal background, but there was another element lurking in the near historical past. Sejong's own father, King T'aejong (r. 1400-1418), had violated each of the main laws that Oh cites (57). Sejong had good reason to be unnerved by the patricide, but it also provided an opportunity to underscore his own commitment to Confucian rule. There was also the sticky problem of diplomacy with Ming China (1368-1644), specifically gifts of Chinese Buddhist and Daoist morality books. These gifts were ''troublesome'' because ''the Chosŏn court aspired to become a strong Confucian state and to put an end to the deep-seated Buddhist practices of the past'' (73). By Sejong's reign, that process was underway, but widespread illiteracy was a problem. At the conceptual level, the solution was simple: prepare the book in such a way that the literate could interpret the classical Chinese text for the illiterate. This ''mediated reading'' necessitated illustrations to make certain that the listeners understood (125-126). But it was impossible to foresee how the text would be recreated in each instance of mediated reading. Oh's discussion of Walter Ong and Sheldon Pollock demonstrates the depth of thought underlying his own analysis. We can thus see the outline of a problem: the assumed fluidity of mediated reading for an audience immersed in ''orality'' (Ong) was in tension with the ''literarized'' (Pollock) text.
''Vernacular Sounds and the Reduced Edition' ' (127-196) Sequel meant that ''readers were expected to read the text by themselves'' (248), ''producing a large number of texts to disseminate widely was not so much of a concern'' (261). Why? The New Sequel served the interests of the literati, not those of the king, the state, or the people.
Oh's ''Conclusions'' (263-274) makes the same point, while also bringing the story of the Illustrated Guide and its evolution into the twentieth century. He shows how people imitated the moral-ethical acts it displayed and how modern print technology enabled literati families to record virtuous deeds modeled on it: ''Modern print technology certainly served as a vehicle of circulating new knowledge, but the old knowledge also went along for the ride'' (264). This is true, and it points to another paradox: ''old knowledge'' likely had a greater impact in the early modern period due to the diminishing influence of the literati. This is just one of many significant questions that Oh's excellent study allows us to see clearly.
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